The fastest flatbed in the market
PRIMA.
Analogical excellence.

REGGIANI reinvests part of its yearly turnover in research and development in every printing technology — flat and rotary screen printing as well as digital printing — to satisfy a worldwide market looking for top-performing machines. Flat-screen printing keeps the charm and the possibilities of serigraphic printing. Thanks to the first flatbed printing machine launched during the 50s REGGIANI has become the leading worldwide supplier.

For more than 60 years REGGIANI has focused on innovation, quality, and customers' exigencies for competitiveness. This long-lasting history allows REGGIANI to bring PRIMA to the market, the flatbed printing machine that satisfies both high-performing exigencies and simple and friendly machine operations.
• Suitable for any kind of fabric: woven, knitted, elastic, and synthetic, from cotton to silk
• Bridge printing units equipped with rubber squeegees
• Weft wise printing movement
• Pneumatically adjustable squeegee pressure
• Easy and simple operation with touch screens and touch pad
• High flexibility
• Blanket movement control in a closed loop
• Highly reliable and efficient electronics
• High-quality printing blanket driven by brushless motors
The PRIMA flatbled printing machine

**EXTRALINE printing technology**

PRIMA’s control and driving system, like all REGGIANI machines, is made up of top-down interfaces connected through a field-bus.

The easiness and reliability of the system allow top-down access to all the main functions by means of one 15” TFT touch screen and two 6” touch screens (one at the entry and one at the exit of the machine) as well as by means of the control panels on each printing unit.

A built-in modem allows connection to REGGIANI’s after-sales service. All the printing parameters and the related data are protected and inaccessible to guarantee customer privacy.

The printing pressure applied on the screen is easily and perfectly achieved, even with big repeats.

Thanks to our latest innovations, great printing evenness is achieved with all the repeats and with no need for any additional equipment.

The peculiar features of hand printing are available because of the innovative pressure/speed adjustment system.

Lifting-up speed, lifting height, and delays can be adjusted for each stroke, satisfying the needs of any printing application. Additionally, all of the the printing parameters can be easily saved and reproduced thanks to the top-down interfaces.
Machine entry/Dynaplast

The fabric feeding uses built-in devices to keep all desired variables constant and controlled, like:

- Fabric width
- Fabric tension
- Kind of fabric

The Dynaplast system synchronizes the discontinuous blanket advancement with the entry speed by providing constant speed at the introduction of fabric. This reduces the fabric tension and is particularly suitable for knitted fabric.

The Dynaplast system can be heated, which allows you to glue the fabric onto the printing blanket in case of thermoplastic adhesives.
Control panel

The control panel, placed on the operating side of each printing unit, has the following functions:

- Printing speed: from 1 to 9, independently adjustable for each direction
- Printing mode: from 1 to 9, squeegees or flood stroke
- Printing pressure: from 1 to 9, independently adjustable for each direction
- Intermediate delays between the squeegee passages
- Adjustable lifting height to enable printing blanket advancement
- Adjustable and self-learning squeegee stroke
- Test of a printing cycle with the selected parameters (cycle test)
- Unlocking device for printing unit’s movement along the printing table
EFI fuels success.

We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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